Introduction {#S0001}
============

Approximately 600,000 percutaneous coronary interventions (PCI) are performed in the United States (US) each year.[@CIT0001] To prevent major adverse cardiovascular events (MACE) such as death, stent thrombosis, myocardial infarction (MI), and stroke following PCI, dual antiplatelet therapy consisting of aspirin and a P2Y~12~ inhibitor (clopidogrel, prasugrel or ticagrelor) remains the standard of care.[@CIT0002] Although clinical practice guidelines now recommend prasugrel and ticagrelor over clopidogrel in acute coronary syndrome (ACS) patients undergoing PCI, clopidogrel remains the most widely prescribed P2Y~12~ inhibitor and the only agent indicated following elective PCI.[@CIT0002],[@CIT0003]

Clopidogrel is a prodrug that requires bioactivation by the cytochrome P450 (CYP) 2C19 enzyme. It is well-established that patients carrying CYP2C19 no function alleles have an impaired capacity to convert clopidogrel to its active metabolite and inhibit platelet aggregation.[@CIT0004] As a consequence, CYP2C19 no function allele carriers treated with clopidogrel exhibit a significantly higher risk of MACE post-PCI,[@CIT0005] and recurrent stroke after an acute ischemic stroke or transient ischemic attack (TIA),[@CIT0006] compared to clopidogrel-treated patients without a CYP2C19 no function allele. In contrast, CYP2C19 no function alleles do not impact the pharmacokinetics, antiplatelet effects, or clinical effectiveness of prasugrel or ticagrelor.[@CIT0007],[@CIT0008] Although accumulating evidence has demonstrated that utilization of CYP2C19 genotype-guided antiplatelet therapy after PCI improves clinical outcomes,[@CIT0009],[@CIT0010] and some centers have implemented CYP2C19 genotyping into clinical workflows,[@CIT0011] the clinical utility of this precision medicine strategy has remained controversial and has not been widely adopted.

In this review, we evaluate the impact of CYP2C19 genotype-guided selection of antiplatelet therapy on clinical outcomes, summarize emerging data from recent cardiovascular and neurology clinical trials and registries, and assess how these recently published data may impact clinical practice guidelines. We also discuss remaining knowledge gaps and future research directions that should be addressed to discern the clinical utility of using CYP2C19 genotype testing to guide antiplatelet therapy prescribing in clinical practice.

CYP2C19 Genotype and Metabolizer Phenotypes {#S0002}
===========================================

It is well-documented that substantial interpatient variability in CYP2C19 metabolism can be largely attributed to genetic polymorphisms in CYP2C19.[@CIT0012],[@CIT0013] Three alleles account for the majority of CYP2C19 genetic variation across populations: CYP2C19\*2, \*3 and \*17. CYP2C19\*2 and CYP2C19\*3 are no function alleles that yield a metabolically inactive CYP2C19 protein. CYP2C19\*2 (rs4244285, c.681G\>A) changes the splice site at the intron 4/exon 5 junction, prematurely terminates protein translation, and has a minor allele frequency (MAF) of approximately 12--15%, 15--18%, and 25--30% in European, African, and Asian populations, respectively.[@CIT0004],[@CIT0012]-[@CIT0014] CYP2C19\*3 (rs4986893, c.636G\>A) creates a premature stop codon in exon 4 (W212X). The MAF is \<1% in European and African populations, and approximately 5% in Asian populations. Other rare no function alleles include CYP2C19\*4, \*5, \*6, \*7 and \*8 (MAF \<0.5% in all studied populations).[@CIT0004] CYP2C19\*17 (rs12248560, −806C\>T) is an increased function allele that increases CYP2C19 transcription and CYP2C19 enzyme expression.[@CIT0004] The MAF is approximately 20% in European and Black populations, and 5% in Asian populations.[@CIT0004],[@CIT0012],[@CIT0013]

As defined by the Clinical Pharmacogenomics Implementation Consortium (CPIC), and summarized in [Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}, combinations of no function and increased function alleles make up five distinct phenotypes: ultrarapid metabolizer (UM), rapid metabolizer (RM), normal metabolizer (NM), intermediate metabolizer (IM), and poor metabolizer (PM).[@CIT0015] Approximately 30% of White populations, 35% of Black populations, and 60% of East Asian populations are CYP2C19 IMs or PMs.[@CIT0004],[@CIT0013] Approximately 30% of White and Black populations, and 3% of East Asian populations are CYP2C19 RMs or UMs.Figure 1CYP2C19 metabolizer phenotypes, response to clopidogrel, and therapeutic recommendations. Clopidogrel genotype, metabolizer phenotype, estimated population frequency in Caucasians (European), African-Americans and Asian (East Asian), and implications and therapeutic recommendations for clopidogrel according to the Clinical Pharmacogenomics Implementation Consortium guidelines.[@CIT0004],[@CIT0015] Patients with one nonfunctional and one increased function allele (eg, CYP2C19\*2/\*17 diplotype) are classified as intermediate metabolizers. Metabolizer phenotype prevalence was estimated using minor allele frequencies provided in the CPIC CYP2C19 Frequency Table[@CIT0004] and Hardy-Weinberg calculations.**Abbreviations:** AA, African-American; CAU, Caucasian; IM, intermediate metabolizer; NM, normal metabolizer; PM, poor metabolizer; RM, rapid metabolizer; UM, ultrarapid metabolizer.

CYP2C19 Pharmacogenomics and P2Y~12~ Inhibitor Pharmacology {#S0003}
===========================================================

Clopidogrel is a thienopyridine prodrug that requires hepatic biotransformation by CYP enzymes to an active metabolite, which irreversibly inhibits the adenosine diphosphate (ADP) P2Y~12~ receptor ([Figure 2A](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}). Approximately 85% of absorbed clopidogrel is hydrolyzed by carboxylesterase-1 (CES1) into an inactive metabolite. The remaining 15% is available for bioactivation by CYP2C19 and other CYP isoforms in humans.Figure 2Overview of P2Y~12~ Inhibitor Pharmacology. (**A**) Clopidogrel: Approximately 85% of clopidogrel is hydrolyzed by carboxylesterase-1 (CES1) into an inactive metabolite (SR-26,334). The remaining 15% is subject to a two-step metabolic activation in the liver. CYP2C19 and to a lesser extent by CYP1A2 and CYP2B6, form an intermediate metabolite (2-oxo-clopidogrel). 2-oxo-clopidogrel is hydrolyzed by CES1 to the inactive acid metabolite or oxidated by CYP2C19, with lesser contributions by others CYPs, to the active thiol metabolite (R-130,964). The active metabolite covalently binds the P2Y~12~ subunit of platelet ADP receptors to irreversibly inhibit ADP-mediated platelet activation and aggregation. (**B**) Prasugrel is rapidly hydrolyzed in the intestine by carboxylesterase-2 (CES2), and subsequently in the liver by CES1, to form a thiolactone intermediate metabolite (R-95,913). R-95,913 is metabolized by CYP3A4 and CYP2B6, with lesser contributions by CYP2C19 and other CYPs to an active metabolite (R-138,727) that is an irreversible P2Y~12~ inhibitor. (**C**) Ticagrelor is metabolized by CYP3A4, and to a lesser extent CYP3A5, to produce its active metabolite (AR-C124910XX). Both ticagrelor and AR-C124910XX are equipotent, direct-acting, reversible, noncompetitive P2Y~12~ inhibitors that act at a distinct site on the P2Y~12~ receptor to prevent ADP-mediated platelet activation.

CYP2C19 IMs and PMs treated with clopidogrel have significantly lower active metabolite plasma concentrations and diminished inhibition of platelet activation and aggregation compared to NMs.[@CIT0004] Multiple retrospective studies have shown that CYP2C19 IMs and PMs exhibit a significantly higher risk of MACE after PCI compared to those without a no function allele.[@CIT0005],[@CIT0007],[@CIT0008] Some retrospective studies have reported that individuals carrying one or two CYP2C19\*17 increased function alleles exhibit increased active metabolite formation, increased inhibition of platelet aggregation, increased bleeding risk, and decreased MACE risk with clopidogrel.[@CIT0016]--[@CIT0018] However, other studies have reported no association between CYP2C19 RM or UM status and clopidogrel pharmacodynamics and clinical outcomes.[@CIT0019],[@CIT0020] Therefore, the clinical implications of the CYP2C19\*17 allele on clopidogrel clinical effectiveness remain unclear.[@CIT0004]

Prasugrel is also a thienopyridine prodrug. In contrast to clopidogrel, prasugrel undergoes bioactivation by CYP3A4, CYP2B6 and to a lesser extent CYP2C19 ([Figure 2B](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@CIT0007] Ticagrelor is a cyclopentyl-triazolopyrimidine that inhibits the P2Y~12~ receptor in a reversible, noncompetitive manner ([Figure 2C](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@CIT0008] Ticagrelor is metabolized by CYP3A4 into an active metabolite that has equipotent antiplatelet effects as the parent drug. Overall, prasugrel and ticagrelor exhibit more consistent antiplatelet effects compared to clopidogrel.

The pharmacokinetics, antiplatelet effects, and clinical effectiveness of prasugrel and ticagrelor are unaffected by CYP2C19 alleles. Post-hoc genetic analyses of the PLATO and TRITON-TIMI clinical trials demonstrated that CYP2C19 genotype has no effect on cardiovascular outcomes after PCI in patients randomized to ticagrelor or prasugrel.[@CIT0007],[@CIT0008] Moreover, these analyses demonstrated that the reduction in MACE conferred by ticagrelor and prasugrel compared to clopidogrel were driven in large part by the increased risk of MACE in CYP2C19 IMs and PMs randomized to clopidogrel.[@CIT0007],[@CIT0008],[@CIT0021] Although ticagrelor pharmacokinetics and antiplatelet effects have been associated with genetic variants in CYP3A4, SLCO1B1, and UGT2B7, these effects were relatively modest and did not impact ticagrelor effectiveness or safety outcomes.[@CIT0022],[@CIT0023] Genetic variants associated with the antiplatelet and clinical effects of prasugrel have not been identified to date.

Current Guideline Recommendations for Genotype-Guided Antiplatelet Therapy After PCI {#S0004}
====================================================================================

The association between CYP2C19 no function alleles, clopidogrel clinical pharmacology, and diminished clopidogrel clinical effectiveness is reflected in clopidogrel's prescribing information. In 2010, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) added a Boxed Warning to the clopidogrel label that recommended against the use of clopidogrel in CYP2C19 PMs after PCI.[@CIT0024] This warning was extended to include all clopidogrel indications in a 2017 FDA safety communication due to the availability of alternative therapies (eg, prasugrel or ticagrelor), if clinically indicated.[@CIT0025] However, the FDA warning does not mandate CYP2C19 genetic testing in patients prescribed clopidogrel.

Clinical practice guidelines vary regarding recommendations for CYP2C19 genetic testing. CPIC offers recommendations for pharmacogenomic-based prescribing under the assumption that the genetic test results are already available.[@CIT0004] The CPIC guidelines for clopidogrel (last updated in 2013) recommend the use of alternative therapy (prasugrel or ticagrelor) in CYP2C19 IMs or PMs without a contraindication to alternative therapy ([Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). Due to the accumulation of prospective outcomes data, a CPIC guideline update is currently in development. Consistent with CPIC, the Dutch Pharmacogenetics Working Group (DPWG) guideline (most recently updated in 2018) recommends the use of alternative antiplatelet therapy in CYP2C19 IMs and PMs. The DPWG also suggests that doubling the clopidogrel maintenance dose to 150 mg/day (following a 600 mg loading dose) may be considered in CYP2C19 IMs.[@CIT0026]

The American College of Cardiology Foundation, American Heart Association, and the Society for Cardiovascular Angiography and Interventions (ACCF/AHA/SCAI) PCI guideline recommends that CYP2C19 genetic testing, with use of prasugrel or ticagrelor in CYP2C19 IMs and PMs, may be considered in patients undergoing PCI who are at high risk of poor outcome due to inadequate platelet inhibition (Class IIB, Level of Evidence C).[@CIT0027] However, the guidelines recommend against routine CYP2C19 genetic testing in all PCI patients due to lack of clearly demonstrated clinical utility.[@CIT0002],[@CIT0027] Recent European Society of Cardiology (ESC) guidelines do not make recommendations regarding CYP2C19 genotyping.[@CIT0028],[@CIT0029] Additionally, a 2019 expert consensus statement noted that CYP2C19 genotyping may provide useful prognostic data about cardiovascular risk in patients undergoing PCI for ACS; however, routine genotyping to guide escalation to prasugrel or ticagrelor in CYP2C19 no function allele carriers or de-escalation to clopidogrel in patients without a CYP2C19 no function allele is not recommended due to a lack of clinical trials demonstrating the clinical utility of these strategies.[@CIT0030]

Taken together, current practice guidelines open the door for clinicians to use CYP2C19 genotyping to guide antiplatelet prescribing decisions after PCI in carefully selected, high-risk patients. However, recommendations against routine use of genetic testing have been driven by a lack of large randomized-controlled clinical trials demonstrating the clinical utility of a genotype-guided strategy.

Clinical Outcomes of Genotype-Guided Antiplatelet Therapy After PCI {#S0005}
===================================================================

A series of recent prospective studies have advanced the evidence base supporting the use of CYP2C19 genotype-guided antiplatelet therapy in clinical practice.[@CIT0009],[@CIT0010] Multiple prospective studies investigated the impact on platelet reactivity as a surrogate measure of clinical outcomes.[@CIT0031]--[@CIT0034] A recent pragmatic, randomized trial of CYP2C19 genotyping implementation demonstrated that return of genetic test results influenced antiplatelet therapy prescribing after PCI.[@CIT0035] In addition, multiple nonrandomized[@CIT0036],[@CIT0038] and randomized trials[@CIT0039],[@CIT0041] have examined the impact of genotype-guided-antiplatelet therapy on clinical outcomes. Collectively, these studies demonstrate that a genotype-guided strategy, whereby prasugrel or ticagrelor are prescribed in CYP2C19 IM and PMs, lowers the risk for high on-treatment platelet reactivity and MACE compared to conventional treatment strategies, without significantly increasing bleeding risk.

Nonrandomized Studies {#S0005-S2001}
---------------------

Several recent observational and pragmatic trials have investigated the impact of CYP2C19 genotype-guided antiplatelet therapy on clinical outcomes in patients undergoing PCI.

### International Registries {#S0005-S2001-S3001}

In 628 Chinese PCI patients, genotype-guided therapy was associated with a lower risk of MACE at 12 months compared to conventional therapy (4.2% vs 9.4%; p=0.010), with no difference in bleeding.[@CIT0042] Similarly, in 719 Spanish PCI patients, a genotype-guided strategy was associated with a lower risk of MACE (10.1% vs 14.1%; p=0.037) and no difference in bleeding risk compared to historical controls who received conventional therapy.[@CIT0043] Lastly, a study of 3260 Dutch patients undergoing elective PCI demonstrated that the use of prasugrel was associated with a lower risk of MACE compared to clopidogrel (5% vs 31%; p=0.003) in CYP2C19 PMs.[@CIT0044]

### IGNITE Network {#S0005-S2001-S3002}

A multisite, pragmatic investigation conducted by seven early adopter US institutions in the Implementing Genomics in Practice (IGNITE) Network examined clinical outcomes of genotype-guided antiplatelet therapy after PCI (n=1815).[@CIT0036] Prasugrel or ticagrelor was recommended in CYP2C19 IMs and PMs, with the ultimate prescribing decision left to the provider. The strategies and challenges encountered at each institution during the initial implementation are detailed in a separate publication.[@CIT0011] Prasugrel or ticagrelor was prescribed more often in CYP2C19 IM/PMs compared to patients without a no function allele (60.5% vs 15.5%, respectively). CYP2C19 IM/PMs prescribed clopidogrel experienced a significantly higher risk of MACE over 12 months after PCI (defined as death, MI, or ischemic stroke) compared to IM/PMs that received alternative therapy (23.4 vs 8.7 events/100 patient-years; adjusted HR: 2.26; 95% CI: 1.18--4.32; p=0.013). These effects were pronounced in high-risk patients that underwent PCI for an ACS indication (39.0 vs 8.9 events/100 patient-years; adjusted HR: 2.87; 95% CI: 1.35--6.09; p=0.013). Importantly, the observed clinical benefit was driven by IMs, since approximately 90% of the PMs were treated with alternative therapy.

### UNC-Chapel Hill {#S0005-S2001-S3003}

A single-center analysis of 1063 patients who underwent PCI and CYP2C19 genotyping at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (572 of which were included in the IGNITE analysis) also demonstrated that clopidogrel use in CYP2C19 IM/PMs was associated with a significantly higher risk of MACE (defined as death, ACS, stent thrombosis, ischemic stroke or TIA) compared to alternative therapy, particularly during the first 30 days after PCI.[@CIT0045],[@CIT0046] No difference in clinically significant bleeding events was observed between groups. In addition, IM/PMs initiated and continued on clopidogrel had a significantly higher risk of experiencing either a MACE or bleeding event compared to IM/PMs escalated to prasugrel or ticagrelor (52 vs 19 events/100 patient-years; adjusted HR: 2.89; 95% CI: 1.44--6.13; p=0.003). In contrast, patients without a no function allele de-escalated to clopidogrel had no difference in risk compared to patients initiated and continued on prasugrel or ticagrelor (21 vs 19 events/100 patient-years; adjusted HR: 1.13; 95% CI: 0.51--2.34; p=0.751).[@CIT0038]

### GIANT {#S0005-S2001-S3004}

The Routine CYP2C19 Genotyping to Adjust Thienopyridine Treatment After Primary PCI for STEMI (GIANT) study was a prospective, multicenter, pragmatic study in French STEMI patients undergoing PCI (n=1445).[@CIT0037] CYP2C19 genotype results were used to optimize antiplatelet therapy treatment. Specifically, PMs were recommended to receive prasugrel, IMs were recommended to receive either prasugrel or clopidogrel 150 mg/day, and patients without a no function allele were treated per provider discretion. The primary endpoint was MACE (defined as death, MI, or stent thrombosis) over 12 months. No difference was found between non-IM/PMs prescribed conventional therapy and IM/PMs prescribed intensified antiplatelet therapy (3.0% vs 3.3%; HR: 1.10; 95% CI: 0.49--2.44; p=0.82). Notably, approximately 15% of IM/PMs received clopidogrel 75 mg/day, and these individuals had a significantly higher risk of MACE (15.6%).

Randomized Trials {#S0005-S2002}
-----------------

Early evidence for the benefit of genotype-guided therapy was demonstrated in a single-site randomized trial of 600 Chinese PCI patients.[@CIT0047] In the genotype-guided arm, IMs received clopidogrel 150 mg/day, PMs received double-dose clopidogrel plus cilostazol, and patients without a no function allele received standard-dose clopidogrel (75 mg/day). Patients randomized to conventional therapy (clopidogrel 75 mg/day) had a higher risk of ischemic cardiovascular events at 6 months compared to genotype-guided therapy (9.0% vs 2.7%; p=0.001), with no difference in bleeding risk.

More recently, three multicenter, randomized clinical trials evaluated the clinical utility of CYP2C19 genotype-guided antiplatelet therapy after PCI. The PHARMCLO (NCT03347435),[@CIT0039] POPular-Genetics (NCT01761786),[@CIT0040] and TAILOR-PCI (NCT01742117)[@CIT0041] trials offer important insight into the effectiveness and safety of a genotype-guided strategy. A comparison of the design and primary results of POPular-Genetics and TAILOR-PCI are summarized in [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Summary of the POPular Genetics and TAILOR-PCI Clinical TrialsPOPular GeneticsTAILOR-PCIN24885302Study populationPCI/STEMIPCI (ACS or non-ACS indication)Trial designRandomized, Open-label\
Non-inferiorityRandomized, Open-label\
SuperiorityGeographic regionsNetherlands, Belgium, ItalyUnited States, Canada, Mexico, KoreaSites10 sites41 sitesPrimary inclusion criteriaPatient \> 21 years of agePresentation with STEMIPrimary PCI with stentingPatient \>18 years of agePresentation with ACS or stable CADEligible for PCIStandard therapy group (reference)Ticagrelor or Prasugrel\
(prescriber discretion)Clopidogrel (75 mg/day)Genotype-guided groupRapid turnaround CYP2C19 genotyping (\*2 and \*3 allele) CYP2C19 \*2 or \*3 carrier: Ticagrelor or prasugrel (prescriber discretion)Non-carrier (wild-type): Clopidogrel (de-escalation strategy)Rapid turnaround CYP2C19 genotyping (\*2 and \*3 allele) CYP2C19 \*2 or \*3 carrier: Ticagrelor (escalation strategy)Non-carrier (wild-type): ClopidogrelPrimary outcome1) Net adverse clinical events defined as: major thrombotic event (death from any cause, MI, definite stent thrombosis, or stroke) or PLATO major bleeding event\
2) PLATO major or minor bleedingMajor adverse cardiovascular event (MACE) defined as: CV death, non-fatal MI, stent thrombosis, non-fatal stroke, or severe recurrent ischemiaFollow-up12 months12 monthsPrimary results**Net adverse clinical events:**Genotype-guided group: 5.1%Standard treatment group: 5.9%Non-inferiority: absolute difference -0.7% (95% CI −2.0 to 0.7); P\<0.001Superiority analysis: Hazard ratio 0.87 (95% CI 0.62 to 1.21); P=0.40**Primary bleeding outcome:**Genotype-guided group: 9.8%Standard treatment group: 12.5%Superiority analysis: Hazard ratio 0.78 (95% CI 0.61 to 0.98); P=0.04**Thrombotic outcome (secondary**): Genotype-guided group: 2.7%Standard treatment group: 3.3%Non-inferiority: absolute difference -0.3% (95% CI −1.4 to 0.8) Superiority analysis: Hazard ratio 0.83 (95% CI 0.53 to 1.31)**MACE:**Genotype-guided group (n=903 \*2 or \*3 carriers who received ticagrelor): 4.0%Standard treatment group (n=946 \*2 or \*3 carriers who received clopidogrel): 5.9%Absolute difference: −1.8% (95% CI −3.9 to 0.1)Hazard ratio 0.66 (95% CI 0.43 to 1.02); P=0.056**MACE within 90 days (post hoc analysis**): Absolute difference: −2.1% (95% CI −3.4 to −1.0)Hazard ratio 0.21; P=0.001ConclusionIn STEMI patients undergoing PCI, CYP2C19 genotype--guided selection of P2Y~12~ inhibitor therapy was a safe and effective strategy compared to standard therapy with ticagrelor or prasugrel.\
A genotype-guided strategy was noninferior with respect to thrombotic events; and significantly decreased bleeding events.In ACS and non-ACS patients undergoing PCI, CYP2C19 genotype-guided selection of P2Y~12~ inhibitor therapy appeared to be an effective strategy compared to standard therapy with clopidogrel.\
Although the reduction in ischemic events was not statistically significant at 12 months, the potential benefit of genotyped-guided therapy appeared greatest within 3 months.[^1]

### PHARMCLO {#S0005-S2002-S3001}

The Pharmacogenetics of Clopidogrel in Acute Coronary Syndromes (PHARMCLO) trial evaluated the safety and effectiveness of genotype-guided antiplatelet therapy in 888 ACS patients across 12 centers in Italy.[@CIT0039] Patients were randomized to either standard or genotype-guided therapy, which used a treatment algorithm that considered CYP2C19\*2, CYP2C19\*17 and ABCB1 c.3435C\>T genotyping results; however, treatment was per provider discretion. Prasugrel or ticagrelor was prescribed in 41.1% of the standard-of-care arm and 50.2% of the genotype-guided arm; however, the proportion of CYP2C19 IMs and PMs prescribed alternative therapy was not reported. Genotype-guided therapy significantly reduced the risk of the primary endpoint of cardiovascular death, MI, stroke, or major bleeding compared to standard-of-care at 12 months (15.9% vs 25.9%; HR: 0.58; 95% CI: 0.43--0.78; p\<0.001). The genotype-guided arm had a lower risk of ischemic events (13.0% vs 21.4%; HR: 0.57; 95% CI: 0.41--0.80; p\<0.001), and there was no significant difference in major bleeding between groups (4.2% vs 6.8%; p=0.10). Although the trial was consistent with prior nonrandomized studies, the study was prematurely stopped due to lack of genotyping instrument certification and only enrolled 25% of the pre-specified sample size.

### POPular-Genetics {#S0005-S2002-S3002}

The CYP2C19 Genotype-Guided Antiplatelet Therapy in ST-Segment Elevation Myocardial Infarction Patients -- Patient Outcome after Primary PCI (POPular Genetics) trial was a European, multicenter, randomized, open-label, non-inferiority trial designed to determine whether CYP2C19 genotype-guided antiplatelet therapy selection in STEMI patients undergoing primary PCI could reduce bleeding risk while not increasing the risk of a thrombotic event ([Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}).[@CIT0040] Patients were randomized to receive standard therapy, defined as either ticagrelor or prasugrel per provider discretion, or P2Y~12~ inhibitor based on CYP2C19 genetic testing (n=2488). Patients that carried one or two CYP2C19\*2 or \*3 alleles (IM/PMs) received ticagrelor or prasugrel, while non-carriers received clopidogrel 75 mg/day.

The trial underwent a major protocol revision when the 2011 ESC MI guidelines recommended ticagrelor or prasugrel over clopidogrel therapy following PCI.[@CIT0048],[@CIT0049] The standard treatment group was changed from universal clopidogrel to ticagrelor or prasugrel, and the trial design to a non-inferiority design. These changes enhanced the rigor of the trial and made the results more applicable to contemporary practice. Prior to the protocol revision, only 179 patients had been enrolled; 2488 patients were enrolled after the revision. Individuals enrolled prior to the revision were excluded from the primary analysis.

The CYP2C19 genotype-guided strategy was non-inferior to universal ticagrelor or prasugrel in occurrence of the primary combined outcome of death, MI, stent thrombosis, stroke, or major bleeding (5.1% vs 5.9%, respectively; absolute difference −0.7%; 95% CI: −2.0--0.7; p for non-inferiority \<0.001). There was a significant decrease in the primary bleeding outcome (major or minor bleeding) in the genotype-guided compared to the standard-treatment group (9.8 vs 12.5%; HR: 0.78; 95% CI: 0.61--0.98; p=0.04), which was driven by a reduction in minor bleeding (7.6% vs 10.5%; HR: 0.72; 95% CI: 0.55--0.94) since no difference in major bleeding was observed (2.3% vs 2.3%; HR: 0.97; 95% CI: 0.58--1.63). The secondary outcome of death from vascular causes, MI, stent thrombosis, or stroke was not different between the genotype-guided and standard groups (2.7% vs 3.3%; HR: 0.83; 95% CI: 0.53--1.31) and met the criteria for non-inferiority. This illustrated that genotype-guided de-escalation of antiplatelet therapy in STEMI patients is a safe and effective strategy after PCI that does not increase thrombotic event risk.

### TAILOR-PCI {#S0005-S2002-S3003}

The Tailored Antiplatelet Initiation to Lessen Outcomes due to Decreased Clopidogrel Response After Percutaneous Coronary Intervention (TAILOR-PCI) trial was a multicenter randomized, open-label, superiority trial of CYP2C19 genotype-guided antiplatelet therapy conducted in North American and Korea (n=5302). The trial was designed to determine whether identifying CYP2C19 no function alleles and altering P2Y~12~ inhibitor therapy based on genotype results could reduce ischemic outcomes in patients undergoing PCI for an ACS or non-ACS indication compared to universal clopidogrel.[@CIT0041],[@CIT0051],[@CIT0052] In the genotype-guided group, CYP2C19\*2 or \*3 allele carriers received ticagrelor and wild-type individuals received clopidogrel 75 mg/day. The conventional care arm received clopidogrel 75 mg/day and was genotyped at the end of the trial period. The primary outcome was the composite of cardiovascular death, MI, stent thrombosis, stroke, or severe recurrent ischemia. The primary analysis, for which the study was powered, compared no function allele carriers in the prospective genotype-guided and conventional therapy arms. Although the complete trial results have not yet been published, the results of the primary analysis were recently reported.[@CIT0051],[@CIT0052]

Overall, CYP2C19 no function allele carriers receiving ticagrelor exhibited a numerically lower risk of the primary MACE outcome compared to no function allele carriers receiving clopidogrel (4.0% vs 5.9%, respectively; HR: 0.66; 95% CI: 0.43--1.02; p=0.056); however, the overall event rate was lower than anticipated and this difference was not statistically significant. In a post hoc analysis, no function allele carriers receiving ticagrelor had a lower risk of MACE within 3 months after PCI compared to clopidogrel (HR: 0.21; p=0.001). A sensitivity analysis evaluating multiple ischemic events per patient also demonstrated a lower ischemic event risk in the genotype-guided therapy group (HR: 0.60; 95% CI: 0.41--0.89; p=0.011). Bleeding rates were not different between groups. Taken together, these results demonstrate the potential benefits of a CYP2C19 genotype-guided strategy in ACS and non-ACS patients undergoing PCI; however, interpretation of the results is challenged by a lower than anticipated event rate, the lack of a significant difference in the primary outcome, and the pending availability of a publication detailing the trial\'s complete results.

CYP2C19 Genotype, Clopidogrel and Clinical Outcomes: Neurology {#S0006}
==============================================================

Stroke and Transient Ischemic Attack {#S0006-S2001}
------------------------------------

The use of P2Y~12~ inhibitors to prevent atherothrombotic events is not limited to coronary artery disease (CAD) patients. In 2016, 5.5 million deaths worldwide were attributed to cerebrovascular disease.[@CIT0053] In patients experiencing an acute ischemic stroke or TIA, clopidogrel alone or in combination with aspirin has reduced the risk of recurrent stroke in multiple clinical trials.[@CIT0054],[@CIT0055] Accordingly, clinical practice guidelines recommend clopidogrel for treatment of acute ischemic stroke and TIA and secondary prevention of stroke.[@CIT0056] Ticlopidine, a first-generation P2Y~12~ inhibitor with an undesirable safety profile, is not impacted by CYP2C19 polymorphisms and is an alternative to clopidogrel for stroke prevention.[@CIT0057] Emerging clinical trial data suggest ticagrelor may offer clinical utility in the treatment and prevention of stroke,[@CIT0058] but additional studies are required to determine its role in stroke treatment.[@CIT0059] In contrast, prasugrel is contraindicated in patients with a history of TIA or stroke due to increased risk of major bleeding.[@CIT0059]

The impact of interindividual variability in clopidogrel's antiplatelet effects on its clinical effectiveness in stroke patients has emerged as an important area of investigation. Multiple studies have examined the effects of CYP2C19 genotype on clopidogrel outcomes in the secondary prevention of stroke. A genetic substudy from the Secondary Prevention of Small Subcortical Strokes (SPS3) trial (N=522) observed a numerically higher risk of recurrent stroke in CYP2C19 IM/PMs compared with NM/UMs (OR: 1.81; 95% CI: 0.76--4.30), but this association was not statistically significant.[@CIT0060] The association was statistically significant in a race-stratified analysis of white individuals (OR: 5.19; 95% CI: 1.08--24.9). The overall SPS3 trial was terminated early due to an increased bleeding risk; however, this result was not explained by CYP2C19 genotype. An observational cohort study utilizing data from the Nanjing Stroke Registry included 625 consecutive patients with ischemic stroke who were genotyped for CYP2C19 variants and received clopidogrel.[@CIT0061] CYP2C19 IM/PMs demonstrated a higher risk of vascular events compared to those without a no function allele (HR: 2.16; 95% CI: 1.31--3.56, p=0.003).

The Clopidogrel in High-Risk Patients with Acute Nondisabling Cerebrovascular Events (CHANCE study) was a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial that evaluated the safety and efficacy of clopidogrel plus aspirin versus aspirin monotherapy in 5170 patients from 114 centers in China within 24 hrs after onset of minor stroke or high-risk TIA.[@CIT0062] Clopidogrel plus aspirin decreased the risk of recurrent stroke at 90 days and 1-year, compared to aspirin monotherapy, without increasing major bleeding risk.[@CIT0054],[@CIT0062] In a genetic substudy (n=2933), clopidogrel plus aspirin significantly reduced the risk of stroke at 90 days compared to aspirin monotherapy in patients without a no function allele (6.7% vs 12.4%, respectively; HR: 0.51; 95% CI: 0.35--0.75; p\<0.01).[@CIT0063] In contrast, no difference in risk was observed in patients with a no function allele (9.4% vs 10.8%; HR: 0.93; 95% CI: 0.69--1.26; p=0.64). This analysis demonstrated that the reduction in stroke risk conferred by clopidogrel was driven by diminished efficacy in CYP2C19 IMs and PMs (p for interaction 0.02). A subsequent analysis demonstrated that these effects may be most pronounced in a subset of patients with impaired renal function (defined as estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) \< 75 mL/min/1.73 m^2^) and absent in patients with normal renal function.[@CIT0064]

A meta-analysis of 15 studies (n=4762) further examined the effects of CYP2C19 no function alleles (\*2, \*3, and \*8) on clopidogrel outcomes following stroke or TIA.[@CIT0006] Two studies were post hoc analyses of randomized trials (including the CHANCE data described above) and 13 were cohort studies. The endpoints were stroke, composite vascular events, and any bleeding event. Individuals that carried a CYP2C19 no function allele exhibited a significantly higher risk of stroke (RR: 1.92; 95% CI: 1.57--2.35; p\<0.001) and composite vascular events (RR: 1.51; 95% CI 1.10--2.06; p=0.01) compared to noncarriers. However, there was no difference in bleeding events (RR: 0.89; 95% CI: 0.58--1.35; p=0.59). The relative risk of stroke was higher in CYP2C19 PMs than IMs, demonstrating a gene-dose effect. Similar associations were observed in European and Asian patients. Although a significant association was not observed in patients of African ancestry, sample size was limited. Taken together, these retrospective genetic analyses demonstrate that CYP2C19 no function alleles diminish clopidogrel clinical effectiveness in the setting of acute ischemic stroke and TIA. However, prospective data characterizing the impact of a CYP2C19 genotype-guided antiplatelet therapy selection strategy on adverse neurological, vascular and bleeding outcomes in acute stroke and TIA patients are needed.

Neurointerventional Procedures {#S0006-S2002}
------------------------------

Clopidogrel therapy is also utilized to prevent thromboembolic events in the setting of carotid artery stenting (CAS), carotid endarterectomy (CEA), and intracranial aneurysm repair.[@CIT0065],[@CIT0066] Data evaluating associations between CYP2C19 variants and outcomes following cerebrovascular interventions are limited, but emerging. CYP2C19 metabolizer status was associated with clopidogrel's antiplatelet effects in 123 patients undergoing a percutaneous neurointervention procedure.[@CIT0067] Although no association between IM/PMs and ischemic outcomes was observed, UMs exhibited a higher risk of bleeding. A meta-analysis of 7 studies (n=442) found that CYP2C19 IM/PMs treated with clopidogrel had higher risk of thromboembolic complications post-neurointervention.[@CIT0068] A cohort study of patients who underwent CAS (n=241) also observed that clopidogrel-treated patients carrying a CYP2C19 no function allele exhibited increased risk of ischemic events compared to non-carriers, suggesting that CYP2C19 genotype may impact prognosis post-CAS.[@CIT0069] In the setting of endovascular coiling with stenting, which is commonly used for intracranial aneurysm repair,[@CIT0070] clopidogrel-treated CYP2C19 IM/PMs exhibited an increased risk of ischemic events compared to non-carriers.[@CIT0071] These accumulating data demonstrate that CYP2C19 genotype is associated with outcomes in clopidogrel-treated patients following neurointerventional procedures; however, larger multicenter studies are needed to more confidently discern these risks and evaluate the effectiveness of alternative treatment strategies in CYP2C19 IM/PMs.

Clinical Practice Guideline Recommendations {#S0006-S2003}
-------------------------------------------

Guideline recommendations surrounding the use of CYP2C19 genotype in the setting of stroke and neurointerventional procedures are limited due to the lack of prospective evidence. Currently, CPIC recommendations focus solely on the use of clopidogrel in the setting of coronary artery PCI;[@CIT0004] however, the DPWG extends its recommendations to acute stroke and TIA (CYP2C19 PMs: avoid clopidogrel; IMs: use alternative drug or double clopidogrel dose).[@CIT0026] The American Stroke Association secondary stroke prevention guideline notes that patients carrying a CYP2C19 no function allele can have reduced clopidogrel active metabolite levels and platelet inhibition, but does not provide recommendations for therapeutic alternatives or use of genetic testing to guide prescribing.[@CIT0072] Similarly, a 2018 European consensus statement does not address the use of CYP2C19 testing to guide clopidogrel prescribing in either acute stroke or secondary prevention.[@CIT0073]

Summary and Future Directions {#S0007}
=============================

Recent randomized clinical trials and pragmatic studies have demonstrated that the use of CYP2C19 genetic testing to guide antiplatelet therapy selection following PCI can reduce MACE without increasing bleeding risk. Collectively, these data illustrate the safety and effectiveness of a genotype-guided strategy, suggesting that CYP2C19 genotype-guided antiplatelet therapy should be considered in high-risk PCI patients to improve patient outcomes, and will likely strengthen recommendations in the PCI clinical practice guidelines. In addition, because both CYP2C19 IMs and PMs treated with clopidogrel are at increased risk of atherothrombotic events, revising the FDA Boxed Warning for clopidogrel to include IM status also warrants consideration. However, several gaps in evidence remain that require further investigation.

Use of prasugrel or ticagrelor early after PCI for an ACS indication, when risk for atherothrombotic events is greatest, followed by de-escalation to clopidogrel for chronic therapy has become more common in practice as a strategy to reduce the early risk for major atherothrombotic events and long-term bleeding risk.[@CIT0074],[@CIT0075] Although empiric (unguided) de-escalation to clopidogrel very early after ACS has been associated with an increased risk of recurrent atherothrombotic events,[@CIT0076] the Timing of Platelet Inhibition after ACS (TOPIC) randomized clinical trial demonstrated that de-escalation to clopidogrel 1 month after PCI significantly decreased risk for bleeding without increasing ischemic events compared to continued use of prasugrel or ticagrelor.[@CIT0077] The POPular Genetics trial demonstrated the safety and effectiveness of using rapid CYP2C19 genotype testing to selectively guide de-escalation to clopidogrel in STEMI patients without a no function allele.[@CIT0040] Similarly, the Testing Responsiveness To Platelet Inhibition On Chronic Antiplatelet Treatment For Acute Coronary Syndromes (TROPICAL-ACS) randomized trial, which utilized platelet function testing instead of genotype to guide de-escalation from prasugrel to clopidogrel therapy in ACS patients 7 days after PCI and also showed no increase in MACE compared to universal prasugrel.[@CIT0050] Together, the POPular Genetics and TROPICAL-ACS trials demonstrate the clinical utility of a biomarker-guided de-escalation strategy during the early post-PCI period in ACS patients. However, an additional randomized trial investigating the effectiveness and safety of a *CYP2C19* genotype-guided de-escalation strategy in ACS and non-ACS patients may be of value.

While the clinical benefit of genotype-guided antiplatelet therapy has been demonstrated in ACS patients post-PCI, the effects on clinical outcomes in several key subsets of the population are less clear. Notably, the clinical utility in African-Americans requires further study. Approximately 35% of Black populations carry a CYP2C19 no function allele.[@CIT0004] However, African-Americans constituted less than 2% of patients enrolled in the POPular Genetics and TAILOR-PCI clinical trials ([Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}). Despite a high prevalence of CAD, African-Americans represented approximately 5% of ACS clinical trial populations.[@CIT0078] As a consequence, potential racial differences in response to antiplatelet therapy and the effects of genotype-guided antiplatelet therapy on outcomes remain poorly understood. Research in real-world patient populations, like the IGNITE Network, offer the potential to investigate these effects in more diverse settings. In addition to racial differences in CYP2C19 allele frequencies, Asian and Western countries exhibit population differences in body mass index, age at ACS presentation, and other factors that influence response to antithrombotic and antiplatelet drugs.[@CIT0079] Thus, future studies are also needed to compare the clinical utility of genotype-guided antiplatelet therapy across populations.Table 2Study Population Comparison Across Major Trials of Genotype-Guided Antiplatelet TherapyPopulation CharacteristicsIGNITEPOPular Genetics\*TAILOR-PCI\*Age (mean)636262Female33%26%25%**Race** Black16%\<0.5%2% White78%94%47% Asian0.7%4%45% Other6%0.9%6%**Indication for PCI** Stable/Elective31%0%\^14% ACS67%100%86%  STEMI19%100%NR  NSTEMI28%0%\^NR  Unstable angina19%0%\^NRCurrent smoker30%46%25%Body mass index (mean)3028NRHypertension80%42%59%Diabetes38%12%28%Chronic kidney disease30%\*\*10%\*\*12%\*\*Prior MI26%8%12%Prior TIA/Stroke10%3%3%History of bleeding3%2%NROn aspirin98%98%99%On oral anticoagulant8%4%0%\^[^2]

Furthermore, outcomes in PCI patients who require oral anticoagulation therapy remain limited ([Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}). Clopidogrel remains the primary P2Y~12~ inhibitor used in combination with anticoagulation therapy in patients with CAD and atrial fibrillation due to concerns for bleeding with prasugrel or ticagrelor. Recent clinical trials have found that, in patients treated with a direct oral anticoagulant (DOAC) like apixaban, single antiplatelet therapy (SAPT) with clopidogrel and no aspirin reduced the risk of bleeding and hospitalizations compared to DAPT.[@CIT0080] Thus, SAPT with clopidogrel plus a DOAC is becoming more common in practice. However, the risk of atherothrombotic events in CYP2C19 no function allele carriers receiving a DOAC and clopidogrel without aspirin is unknown. Future studies are needed to evaluate the impact of CYP2C19 genotype on clinical outcomes in patients receiving SAPT versus DAPT in combination with oral anticoagulation.

Lastly, it remains unclear whether additional clinical and genetic factors, beyond CYP2C19 no function alleles, can be used to predict atherothrombotic and bleeding event risk and more precisely inform antiplatelet therapy prescribing decisions. The recently reported ABCD-GENE (Age, Body Mass Index, Chronic Kidney Disease, Diabetes Mellitus, and CYP2C19 Genotyping) risk score was predictive of higher platelet reactivity and MACE risk in clopidogrel-treated patients.[@CIT0081] Although multifactorial risk prediction algorithms offer the potential to improve benefit-risk profiles in individual patients, further investigation is required.

In summary, a series of recent outcome-driven prospective studies further demonstrate the clinical utility of using CYP2C19 genotype testing to guide antiplatelet therapy prescribing in PCI patients. These effects appear most prominent in high-risk patients. Furthermore, accumulating data demonstrate that CYP2C19 genotype is associated with outcomes in clopidogrel-treated patients following stroke and neurointerventional procedures. These data parallel the increasingly common implementation of CYP2C19 genetic testing into clinical practice, will likely strengthen recommendations in PCI clinical practice guideline updates, and may ultimately be applicable in neurology clinical settings as additional evidence continues to emerge.
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[^1]: **Abbreviations:** ACS, acute coronary syndrome; CAD, coronary artery disease; CV, cardiovascular, MI, myocardial infarction; PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention; STEMI, ST segment elevation myocardial infarction.

[^2]: **Notes:** \*Data represents baseline characteristics in the genotype-guided arm of the study (TAILOR-PCI CYP2C19\*2/\*3 group): \*\*Reported in baseline characteristics as eGFR \<60 mL/min rather than CKD: ^\^^Not eligible per study inclusion and exclusion criteria.

    **Abbreviation:** NR, not reported.
